
Unite. Fight. Survive
 

Unite. Struggle. Survive.
 

Fight your way by an all-new action adventure game, inspired by classic dungeon crawlers

and set within the Minecraft universe!
 

Editions
 

Experience the whole story of Minecraft Dungeons from the beginning to the end! Battle

iconic mobs, embark on treasure-stuffed missions, and accumulate legendary gadgets -all in

the last word Version, which includes the bottom game and all 6 DLCs. The time for great

journey -and nice heroes -is now!
 

- Minecraft Dungeons - Normal Version 

- All 6 DLCs 

- Hero Cape 

- 2 player skins 

- Chicken Pet
 

Fight your means via an all-new action-adventure sport, impressed by traditional dungeon

crawlers and set within the Minecraft universe! As much as four friends can play together, or

you possibly can brave the dungeons alone. Minecraft servers -packed, treasure-stuffed

ranges in your quest to defeat the evil Arch-Illager!
 

Home windows 7/8/10
 

Completely obtainable by means of the Minecraft Launcher
 

Adventure Cross
 

Luminous Evening Journey Move
 

Turn out to be the avatar as soon as extra and earn new radiant rewards in Luminous Night -

Minecraft Dungeons' second seasonal adventure. Discover the Tower by night in an entire

new light, with floors that include mysterious murals, perplexing puzzles, and fiery foes. New

challenges and quality-of-life features await you -what will you discover earlier than

daybreak?
 

Cloudy Climb Journey Cross
 

Enrich your Cloudy Climb experience with the Journey Go! Get entry to an extra reward

observe for the primary Seasonal Journey - that includes unique pets, skins, emotes, flairs,

and nicely- stitched capes!
 

https://minecraft-server.co/


DLCs/Bundles
 

Final DLC Bundle
 

You’ve played the principle story of Minecraft Dungeons, however now it’s time to see it by

means of to the end! Choose up all six DLCs with the last word DLC Bundle - the complete

story of the Arch-Illager and the Orb of Dominance. With the bundle, you’ll get all six DLCs at

a decrease worth than should you purchased them individually. You will also get a Hero

Cape, two Player Skins and a Hen Pet.


